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University News:
In this edition of Northern Light News Magazine we
give you an update on recent and upcoming
University elections, and we explain why housing
costs for foreign students and guest faculty will
increase effective January 1. We also put the
spotlight on the School for Postgraduate
Interdisciplinary Research on Interculturalism and Transnationality (SPIRIT) and
the Academy for Migration Studies in Denmark (AMID), including a
video-streamed segment from AMID's opening conference. Former guest
faculty from Dalhousie University comment on their year-long stay at AAU, and
we present the results of a survey of AAU graduates, class of 1998.

Politics and Society:
Danes elected a new government on November 20,
and we introduce it to you in this edition. We also
offer two stories following up on the events of
September 11: A summary of a SPIRIT-sponsored
debate about the possible causes for the attacks on
New York and Washington, and an article
describing the reaction to the war on terrorism by
Aalborg's peace movement. Read too about
research on Danish youths' drug and alcohol use
that was conducted by AAU sociology students, about Aalborg International
School's first year activities, and about Denmark's hidden taxes.

Aalborg International Airport.

Business and Technology:
Northern Jutland's labour market appears to be
undergoing a positive transformation, in that
unemployment has steadily decreased, and
full-employment is predicted within the next 4-5
years.

Future developments depend in part on the
region's ability to attract qualified IT-specialists,
and on new initiatives such as those in biomedical technology spearheaded by
AAU researchers. Aalborg's newly-renovated airport greets visitors by offering
four computer terminals, a printer and free internet access.

This online English
language news magazine
is produced by Aalborg
University two times each
semester. Its primary
audiences are guest
students and faculty who
do not speak or read
Danish; faculty, students
and exchange coordinators
at Aalborg University's
partner universities; and
associations throughout
the world that seek to
promote understanding of
contemporary Denmark. 

Articles for the newsletter
come from primarily two
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Stiftstidende and Aalborg
University's UGlen
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translated into English by
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in various study
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Culture and Traditions:
We offer an article about the Danish winter: how people
react to it, and how the lights and warm friendships of the
upcoming holiday season help to brighten the dark days.
Looking for indoor activities, such as signing up for salsa
dancing lessons, making a trip to Hirtshals to visit
Europe's largest aquarium and the Fisherman's house, or
relaxing in a sauna after a refreshing swim, are highly
recommended. Assistant editor Morten Johansen also
invites interested readers to join him in a visit to Rold Skov
National Park on Dec. 16, and Anthony Adjapong from
Ghana describes a recent Morten's Aften celebration at
Rold Gammel Kro.

Did you read the October Issue of Northern Light News Magazine?
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Spotlight on Doctoral Schools - SPIRIT and AMID
By Janeen Smith Joergensen and Jesper Poulsen

In this issue of Northern Light we visit one of Aalborg University’s 5 doctoral schools, the
School for Postgraduate Interdisciplinary Research on Interculturalism and Transnationality
(SPIRIT). Also, we have a short view at the Academy for Migration Studies in Denmark
(AMID).

Since it was founded in fall 1996, SPIRIT has enrolled 9
full-time doctoral students, 38 visiting Ph.D. students, and 8
visiting scholars who spent more than three months in SPIRIT
and several for a shorter period. SPIRIT alumni came from
various countries around the world.

Visiting scholars and visiting Ph.D. students spend one to nine months at AAU, whereas
full-time Ph.D. students are funded for three years. Visiting doctoral students receive
subsistence grants ranging from 7000-8500 DKK per month, plus transportation to Aalborg
from their countries of residence. The salary for full-time Ph.D. students is approximately
20.000 DKK per year, which includes a travel allowance for research outside of Denmark
(Note: The deadline for Ph.D. Marie Curie Training Site Fellowships is Feb. 15 for study at
AAU in fall 2002. This programme is open to EU citizens or associate EU nations.

AAU’s Faculty of Humanities provide basic funding for SPIRIT
administration, which includes a secretariat and an executive
committee, and they fund a small number of doctoral
scholarships.  Most of the funding for doctoral scholarships,
however, comes from external agencies, which usually fund
research projects over a 3-5 year-long period.  

Here are some examples of externally-funded SPIRIT research and one AMID project:
Peter Kvistgaard’s Ph.D. dissertation research, which examines Strategic Tourism in
an International Perspective. A comparative study of the relationship between
objectives, means and implementation in regional tourism planning and development,
was funded by a grant from the Spar Nord Foundation.

■   

Visiting Marie Curie doctoral student Katerina Kolyva (University of Kent at
Canterbury, UK) received a grant from the European Commission's Marie Curie
Training Site Programme for her research on European cultural policies and identity
formation and change.

■   

Laerke Klitgaard Holm, whose dissertation is entitled The Discourse of Danish
Immigration Policies From the 1980’s Until Today, is one of currently 5 doctoral
students supported by the Academy for Migration Studies in Denmark (AMID), a
five-year-long research project involving a consortium of Danish universities and
research institutes. AMID’s funding comes from a 20 million kroner grant from the
Danish Research Agency.

■   
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Funding patterns for Danish doctoral
programmes such as SPIRIT accept the
pedagogical assumption that doctoral
students should spend the majority of
their time and intellectual effort
conducting research on a specific
problem, with support and guidance
from a senior member of staff. Danish
Ph.D programmes do not, therefore,
require students to enroll in one or two
years of additional courses beyond the
master’s degree. Instead, Danish
doctoral schools are organized
according to the following pedagogical
model:

Ben Dorfman, visiting Ph.D. student from University of Kansas, USA.

Doctoral seminars. Doctoral schools such as SPIRIT offer intensive, two-days or
one-week seminars each semester, consisting of lectures by specialists in the field,
collective discussions, as well as individual presentations by participating doctoral
students of work-in-progress. SPIRIT sponsored seminars for 2001-2002 on the
topics. These seminars are announced internationally, as well as domestically.

■   

Research Presentations
These consist of continuously ongoing presentations by doctoral and visiting scholars
of their current research. For example, Ben Dorfman, visiting Ph.D. student from the
University of Kansas, presented his research on the Theorization of the Postmodern
Age on October 23.

■   

Guest Lectures
These are offered by senior researchers invited for this purpose, as well as by visiting
professors in residence at SPIRIT. In addition, the permanent Faculty of the Doctoral
School occasionally offer lectures, for example, Assistant Professor Lene Lindbjerg will
present her research on The US Labor Movement on December 6 from 13.15-15 in
Room 35, Fib. 2.

■   

Study Groups
Study groups consisting of doctoral students and faculty on specific issues within or
between research areas may be formed on an ad hoc basis. For example an informal
meeting in order to discuss how the discourses on immigrants and other minorities
unfold in the participants' home countries with a first view to newspaper articles.

■   

Publication
In collaboration with the European Research Unit, SPIRIT runs a series of occasional
papers giving students as well as faculty the opportunity to publish work-in-progress.
AMID has the AMID Working Papers Series.

■   

Given the nature of Denmark’s educational system, the success of any given doctoral school
depends on its ability to establish and fulfill an important research agenda. For SPIRIT, that
agenda includes the following research priorities:

1.      Studies of Identity, Mentality and Culture
Comparative mentality research
Comparative mentality research is concerned with reaching an understanding of the
historical and current factors of consciousness which (implicitly or explicitly) control 
any cultural encounter and hence may cause communication problems.

■   

National/regional identity formations
The cultural or social processes which constitute the basis of a population's
acceptance of a shared "profile", shared values and shared interests are in focus here

■   

The construction of “Us” and “Them”
The question of self-assertion and delimitation is the central element in the two
previously mentioned research areas. What leads a society or culture to define the
"different", "unknown" or "unusual" as alien and contrast it with their ways of seeing
things?

■   

2. Intercultural Cooperation in International Markets and Organisations. The research
treats various aspects of intercultural problems at all levels of social systems, for example in
groups, organisations, subcultures, nations and other cultural areas. Obvious topics within
this area of research are: 

Intercultural management and intercultural market communication ●   

Intercultural competence ●   

Intercultural understanding of environmental questions and development aid in an●   
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intercultural perspective

3. Regions, Cultures and Institutional Change

Regionalism as a political and cultural phenomenon
In many European regions, ideas of cultural uniqueness and wishes for increased
political influence have emerged at the expense of the national central power.

●   

Regional development and public institutions
Since the 1980s, regional policies have increasingly become the responsibility of
regional actors, which creates new problems in terms of goals, means, responsibility
and consequences.

●   

The relationship between regional and supranational institutions
The assumption is that the nation state in the near future will lose its significance.

●   

4. International Politics and Culture
Transnationality and its importance for the conceptualisation of political and
economic life
The traditional view is challenged by new processes and trends: globalisation, the
increasing importance of non-governmental, transnational activity patterns, the
development of regional political structures, political and economic integration and new
political-economic institutions.

●   

The political struggles relating to a new international order or to European
integration
The construction of supranational institutions, as well as the creation of international
politics, may be perceived as threats against one's own way of living, one's language
and identity.  Populist parties suggest social and political strategies to defend
"interests" and "culture."

●   

The politicisation of culture
Political opponents are more frequently defined in relation to their cultural
characteristics - as is seen in the debates on immigration and citizenship or globally in
ideas about international politics as the "clash of civilisations."

●   

For more information about SPIRIT and AMID activities, we invite you to read the following
articles:

Amid Opening Conference, by Ph.D student Trine Lund Thomsen; published in Uglen,
6-2001

Videostreaming of Opening Conference introductory sessions, Ulf Hedetoft, Lis
Hoejgaard. You will need Real Player installed on your computer.

September 11, and Its Aftermath: The Beginnings of a New Global
Order? By Alice Bonde; published in Uglen 7-2001.

Ulf Hedetoft’s Point of View at the Debate: Are Islamic Terrorists Fascists? By Ben Dorfman,
Visiting Ph.D. student, University of Kansas.
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New Measures to Reduce Housing Deficit
By Gitte N. Jensen & Michael G. Arentsen

With regards to the internationalisation of Aalborg University it is gratifying to see the
increasing number of international students, Ph.D. students and guest researchers/lecturers
visiting our university. This growth has, however, created a large financial deficit in the
accommodation budget.

The financial deficit is primarily the result of needing to rent apartments or kollegium rooms
for a twelve month period, even though foreign students and faculty sometimes live in them
only eight to ten months of the year.

It is, unfortunately, impossible to avoid those unused months due to the fact that housing
agreements cannot be terminated for a short time just for being remade when needed a few
months later. Moreover, it is not possible to rent out the rooms/apartments just for a very
limited period, e.g. during the summer holidays.

Above matter has been submitted for a hearing in the International Committee and the Rector
has recently decided that the housing deficit is to be reduced according to the following rules:

Students who attend the AAU for a full semester of five months will be required to pay
six months' rent upon arrival. Students attending AAU for two semesters will be
required to pay for six months at the beginning of each semester. In case the student
needs accommodation for e.g. nine months, he/she is to pay for six months at the
beginning of the first semester and the remaining three months at the beginning of the
second semester.

1.  

If the guest researcher's stay is limited to four months or less, an extra fee of 25% will
be added to the monthly rent. This extra fee, however, does not apply to the
apartments in Jyllandsgade, which are mostly for long-term stays.

2.  

Above measures become effective on 1 January 2002, and will be subject to a follow-up
evaluation.

Students who have been admitted to AAU for Spring Semester will be informed about the
new housing policy in the Arrival pamphlet, which is mailed to them with their admission
documents.

The International Accommodation Office provides secretaries at the departments receiving
Ph.D. students and guest researchers/lecturers with relevant information about
accommodation.

Finally, all guests are encouraged to check the International Accommodation Office's
homepage www.auc.dk/international for a more detailed description of the various rules
and procedures related to accommodation.

For any further information about above, please feel free to contact the International
Accommodation Office:

International Accommodation Office
Gl. Torv 10
DK-9000 Aalborg
Tel.: +45 9635 9098 / +45 9635 9659
Fax: +45 9811 1441
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Reflections on a Year in Aalborg at the
Start of a New Millennium
By Timothy M Shaw & Jane L Parpart (Timothy M Shaw, Professor of Commonwealth
Governance & Development & Director, Institute of Commonwealth Studies, School of
Advanced Study, University of London. Jane L Parpart, Professor of History, Dalhousie
University, Canada Both researchers are member of the Research Center on Development
and International Relations (DIR))

At the end of the last century, we were invited to come to Aalborg as visiting professors, by
colleagues we'd never met to a country we'd never visited & to a university & city about which
we knew nothing! We're very glad we took the 'risk' of venturing into the 'unknown' of North
Jutland! We've had a most interesting start to the new millennium - one distinguished for all of
us by the challenges & changes of globalizations & regionalisms - by teaching in the masters
program in Development & International Relations, not just because we're been able to visit a
new country & campus. Our reflections are fivefold.

First, we're glad to have worked in an international university: Aalborg University is to be
congratulated for advancing the internationalization of its programs, an imperative for a small
country like Denmark - now one of almost 200! - in the new century. We hope that we've
done our bit to advance this globalization of education, which is especially imperative for the
continued redefinition & revitalization of North Jutland. We all have much to thank your first &
only rector for in this regard!

Second, we've learned a lot about a rather different pedagogical approach: the 'Aalborg
method' of teaching through modules, group projects & internships. We'll take some of these
lessons back home with us, albeit modified for the Canadian context of semester classes.
Our own students would love to have the opportunity of a term abroad as an intern, but we
lack the human resources necessary to operate such an invaluable service of placement &
professional development. Likewise, your censor system is very attractive, but we can only
afford oral defenses of theses not project or term papers. And we envy the Danish resources
for graduate support & PhD seminars. However, we would encourage you to move towards
more examinations of modules & personal as well as group grades to avoid habitual
'bull-shitters' & 'free-loaders'! And we'd support a process of continuous personal/professional
evaluation for a variety of work undertaken in seminars.

Third, we've been able to exploit Aalborg's relative geographical centrality - yes, it is rather
central compared to being in Nova Scotia at the edge of North America! - to give lectures &
participate in conferences in many other parts of Europe, especially Scandinavia, such as
Goteborg, Amsterdam, Bonn, Brussels, Lund, Oslo, Stockholm etc… & we've made
presentations in all the other universities in Denmark, so enhancing our learning experience!
We hope in all these opportunities & related publications that we've been good ambassadors
of Aalborg.

Fourth, we hope students & staff alike appreciate what great resources you enjoy at Aalborg:
very few North American universities have such generous facilities in terms of computer &
other equipment, communications & other services, project & lunch rooms & helpful librarians
to advance professional development…but if Aalborg & other Danish universities want to be
considered 'world class' then the library should stay open longer hours & at weekends with a
skeleton staff! It should also buy more current development titles, both books (especially on
gender & development) & journals like Development & Change, Development in Practice,
Global Governance, and Progress in Development.

Finally, what will we miss, aside from warm people & wet weather: the dramatic changes
between winter & summer light (Halifax is much further south: on the same line of latitude as
Bordeaux!), the bike paths, the green fields & green bottles of (some of!) the Dane's favorite
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drink, the ubiquitous flag, the great sense of design, the special holidays & events like new
year fireworks, the renovations around 21 Jyllandsgade, the wonderful assistance of DSB &
the airport bus, Skagen & the sand dunes….

We hope to be invited to return. We encourage you to continue to internationalize, to expand
your niche, to advertise your programs on the web as elsewhere, to connect with your global
alums: ie to market your distinctive Aalborg 'brand' (which should no longer be associated
only with the aquavit!). Now that you are no longer 'unknown', through email we'll continue to
be 'virtually' with you: tim.shaw@dal.ca & parpart@is.dal.ca !

    Editor: Janeen Smith Jørgensen     Assistant Editor, Webmaster & Layout: Morten Johansen     Orig.Design: Henning Jensen
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The Graduates of 1998 are Content and Working
What become of the graduates when they leave the University of Aalborg? Can they use
what they have learned, and what would they have liked to have been taught or have had an
opportunity to learn? You can do a lot of guessing about that, but instead the university now
knows a lot of the answers, based on an investigation of the Graduates of 1998,
"Investigation of the Graduates - The Highly Educated Labour Force, Where Did It Go?"
conducted last May.

The primary purposes of this research project were to give the study and vocational guidance
office a documented basis for advising students work and career opportunities, and to give
the university and the study programmes a basis to evaluate the practicality of the
educational programmes. In addition the investigation should identify in-service training
needs for and illustrate what factors could attract and retain highly-educated labour force.
Graduates of 1998 were chosen because they were newly- established in the labour market
and still had their education fresh in mind.

A Pilot Project
The investigation, which was financed by Aalborg University (AAU) and the Centre of Human
Resources, was a pilot project designed to collect the baseline data needed for the main
project, a systematic investigation of eight to ten cohorts of AAU graduates, after which
research on this topic will be on-going.
The main project will also examine employers' needs for a highly-educated labour force as
well as their evaluation of the educational programmes.
"We have gathered data which gives an overview of the careers of the graduates in the
labour force as a concrete result of the pilot project, says Christian Volmer Nielsen, the
leaders of the project. The data is quite detailed, its offers several possibilities for analysis.
Provisional analyses show big differences when dividing the data on e.g. gender, age and in
the choice of education. This research data can be analysed along with the information that is
already in the administrative system.

The project also combined traditional methods of designing questionnaires with electronic
methods for gathering and sorting the data. Asking respondents to use the internet when
completing the questionnaire offered savings in both time and money, according to Christian
Volmer Nielsen, because the data could analysed as soon as it was received and fewer
resources were used to key in the data.

Here is a summary of the research project and its findings to-date:
In total 959 graduates received the questionnaire and 615 answered either by e-mail
or by mail, which gives a response rate of 64 %.

●   

The majority of graduates get jobs relatively quickly. For example, 64 per cent are
employed three months after graduation. Among those employed only 6 per cent had
to wait more than 12 months before they got their first job.

●   

The graduates evaluated the usefulness of their educational programmes very
positively, especially project work, because it helped them learn how to manage their
work.

●   

In conclusion, the graduates state that they to a great extent use the qualifications they have
been taught at the university in their present job. Barely half of the respondents are still in
their first job, while the majority are in their second or third job. About 80 per cent work to
some degree or to a high degree within the main field of their degree course.

In general the respondents are very satisfied with the form of study measured on,
among other things, the ability to co-operate, to aquire new knowledge, to work
methodical and to work on your own. There is no difference in the degree of
satisfaction among the graduate engineers, the BCom's and the MA's which is worth
mentioning.

●   

Approximately 79 per cent of all the graduates get a job within the main field of their
subjects.

●   

The greater part of the graduates apply the qualifications which they aquire througout●   
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their education to a great extent.
The graduates attach great importance to personal qualifications, the second most
important qualifications are the academic ones and last but not least come the general
academic qualifications when it comes to getting the first job.

●   

Graduates who have had a job related to their area of study, a training place or who
have worked out a project in collaboration with external partners get jobs considerably
quicker than the graduates who do not have this kind of experience.

●   

Half of the graduates who have had a very relevant spare-time job get a job even
before graduation.

●   

Only a few graduates work as self-employed persons and this is in spite of the fact that
the graduates state that they have learned to innovate and work independently in
connection with their study.

●   

Aalborg University primarily recruit the students from the county of Northern Jutland
(44 per cent) and subsequently from Århus and Viborg (17 per cent and 8 per cent)

●   

There is a net exodus of graduates to the metropolitan area. The number of graduates
who leave the county of Northern Jutland is all in all a little larger than the number of
graduates who are recruited from Northern Jutland!

●   

The vast majority of the graduates count on staying in their present job for a longer
time. Half of the graduates state that they expect to stay in their present job for more
than two years. Only 6 per cent count on changing jobs during the next six months.

●   

60 per cent of the graduates have participated in supplementary or further training of
shorter duration (under 8 weeks). One quarter of the graduates have participated in
supplementary or further training of longer duration (over 8 weeks).

●   

Apparently there is a great demand for supplementary and further training. First and
foremost the graduates request shorter courses within their respective academic
fields. Less than 2 per cent state that they do not need supplementary or further
training.

●   

Written by Alice Bonde
Published in UGlen 6, 2001

Translated by Sidsel Lumholdt and Sanne Svendsen
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Rector Sven Caspersen

Aalborg University Election
General information about the election: The Student Association,
Studentersamfundet, attempts to improve the conditions for the
students at Aalborg University. This is done by the cooperation
between the leading bodies which consist of 26 staff-student study
committees, 3 faculty councils and 1 supreme governing body of the
university. As all the important decisions are taken in the cooperation
between these leading bodies, it is of great importance for the
students to participate in this cooperation. In the 26 staff-student study committees the
students have half of the seats, which give them great possibilities for participating in decision
making. For this reason there are university elections every year for positions and collegiate
bodies in the months of November and December.

There are elections for the following positions:
Rector●   

Vice Rector●   

Dean●   

Vice Dean●   

Institute and department leader●   

Moreover, there are collegiate elections for:
Study Boards and Institute and Department Boards for teachers, Technical
Administrative Personal (TAP), and students

●   

The Senate (the supreme governing body) and Faculty Council for students●   

Time of the election: The deadline for the nomination of the candidates was on the 7th of
November. It was the deadline for the candidates to the leading bodies (the supreme
governing body of the university, the faculty council, staff-student study committee and head
of departments). The election itself will take place on the 3rd and the 4th of December 2001.

Place of the election: there are five different places to participate in the election:
Strandvejen, Sohngårdsholmsvej, Fibigerstræde, Frederik Bajersvej and Krogstræde. For
further information, please go to the 'valgsekretariaterne' which are placed at each
department.

Who are the candidates? As it is important for the students to have an influence on the
university policy and in the leading university bodies, the students themselves can be
nominated for the election. Apart from the students, secretaries and professors are
nominated for the election. They are all elected for one year and are nominated under the
same circumstances as the students.

Who can participate? All foreign professors who receive pay from Aalborg University and all
students can participate in the election. The guest students cannot participate in the election.

Written by Berit Vinther Bredahl
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Public Lectures
December, 2001

Day Time Speaker and Title Sponsor Place

Wednesday, 5 13:45 Ph.D. Defence by Xiujing
Liang: Exploring the Ethnic
Identity of Overseas Chinese
Community Leaders In
Europe. Details

SPIRIT Room 1,
Fib. 2

Thursday, 6 Cancelled Lene Lindbjerg (Aalborg
University): The US Labour
Movement.

SPIRIT Room 35,
Fib. 2

Tuesday, 11 13:15 -
15:00

Elisabetta Della Corte
(University of Calabria, Italy):
Title to be announced.

SPIRIT Room 35,
Fib. 2

   

    

     

     

Ph.D. Researcher Training Course on The Third World in the Global
Governance System

The Danish Ph.D. Network on Development and International Relations invites applications
from Danish and foreign Ph.D. candidates for participation in an intense four-day Ph.D.

Researcher Training Course on The Third World in the Global Governance System, to be
held February 24-27, in Nibe. The course is relevant for Ph.D. students in development

studies, business in development studies, international relations and international politics and
political geography, international civil society and social movements.

Confirmed lecturers and resource persons include Geoffrey Underhill (Receipe, Amsterdam
University); Dr. Thandika Mkandawire (Director of UNRISD); Professor Anthony McGrew
(University of Southampton); Senior Researcher Biswajit Dhar (Research and Information

Systems for the Non-Aligned and Other Developing Countries, New Delhi). Coordinators of
the training course are Morten Ougaard (Copenhagen Business School); Martin Hvidt

(University of South Denmark) & Johannes Dragsbaek Schmidt (University of Aalborg).

Practical issues
Travel, accommodation and meals are financed by the 'Ph.D. Network on Development and

International Relations', supported by the Danish Research Academy. A detailed
course-program, reading-list and papers will be distributed around 10 February 2002,

preferably by email listserv.

Applications for registration together with a brief CV and maximum one-page abstract of the
dissertation should be sent to:

Marianne Høgsbro,
Research Center on Development and International Relations,

Fibigerstraede 2,
DK-9220 Aalborg,

Denmark.
Tel: +45 9635 9810; Fax: 9815 3298;

Email: hoegsbro@humsamf.auc.
The application deadline is January 15, 2002.
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Visit the website for application form and further information:

http://www.humsamf.auc.dk/development/List%20of%20events.htm
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Prime Minister
Anders Fogh Rasmussen

The Danish Elections
by Morten Johansen

On Tuesday November 20, Denmark's centre-right opposition won its
biggest victory in eighty years. They ejected the Social Democrat-led
government after a campaign focused on immigration. Prime Minister
Poul Nyrup Rasmussen, the European Union's longest serving Prime
Minister (in power since 1993) conceded a defeat, but pledged to stay
on as party leader.

With all the votes counted, right wing parties had won 98 seats in parliament - their strongest
showing since the 1920's - against 77 for Nyrup Rasmussen's left wing bloc. In the last
election in 1998, Nyrup Rasmussen had an 88-87 majority.

An election campaign focused on immigration laws
Tuesday evening, The Danish Liberal Party's leader and newly elected Prime Minister Anders
Fogh Rasmussen could celebrate his victory and the fact that the Liberals were once again
Denmark's largest party. In one of his first interviews after the victory, he pledged to tighten
immigration laws. This issue was probably what secured his victory, since Nyrup, from the
beginning of the election campaign, refused to talk about immigration, despite the issue's
importance to many Danes. In these days where people are still in chock after the terrorist
attacks, it was easy for the right wing bloc to play on many people's fears. The attacks led by
Muslims provided some of the far right-wing parties with a strong argument against letting
more Muslims into Denmark, and many people apparently bought it. Although the Liberals did
not take quite a strong a stand on the matter, as did for instance The Danish People's Party,
they emphasized that too many foreigners were granted asylum and citizenship in Denmark.
Obviously, that was what the majority of the Danes wanted to hear.

Despite strong resistance by especially Radical leader, Marianne Jelved, the left wing bloc
did not succeed to convince the public of the injustice in, what they described as, an
inhumane election campaign led by the right wing parties.

The extreme-right Danish People's Party, which has described immigration as the single
biggest threat to the Danish society, made strong gains, almost doubling its representation in
parliament from the last election in 1998. They hereby became the third largest party in the
Danish Parliament. However, far from all Danes agree with their position on immigrants. For
the first time, two second-generation immigrants won seats in parliament.

Local Elections
Turnout on Tuesday's election was 89.3 percent of the electorate. One of the reasons for this
turnout was that two other elections were held at the same time: elections for City Council
and County Council. The local politicians were not content with this conjunction, because the
general election took away much attention from local politics. People are then likely to vote
for the same party in all three elections.

This may have been true, because at the end of the day, right wing parties secured more
votes, in most City and County Councils countrywide, than they did in the last election, four
years ago. In Aalborg, the Social Democrat mayor, Henning G. Jensen, just barely managed
to hang on to his mayoralty. Social Democrat, Orla Hav, also managed to hold on to the
county mayoralty. In Aarhus, on the other hand, 80 years of Social Democratic rule ended
when 29-year-old Louise Gade (Liberal) became the new mayor of Aarhus. In Randers,
Michael Aastrup-Jensen, who is just 25 years old, became the new mayor after ejecting
Social Democrats from the mayoral office.

The New Government
On Monday November 26, Fogh Rasmussen appointed his government, which consists of
the Conservatives and of course the Liberal Party. The new government depends on informal
backing from the small centrist Christian People's Party and the far-right anti-immigrant
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Danish People's Party to secure majority in parliament.

The new government formation revealed that several ministries have merged, some were
discontinued, and a few were established.

The new government included a new ministry for refugees, immigrants and integration. This
ministry will be headed by Bertel Haarder, a Liberal Party member, who also was put in
charge of European Union affairs.

The universities moved from the Ministry of Education to the new Ministry of Science,
Technology, and Development. AAU President, Sven Caspersen, welcomed the move,
whereas Ole Prehn, Dean at the Faculty of Humanities, did not share his optimism. He is
afraid that the move will result in even more emphasis (and money) being be put on the
departments at the Faculty of Engineering and Science at the expense of Faculty of
Humanities and Faculty of Social Science. Caspersen later revised his stand on the move,
when it became clear that the universities were not joined by some of the other further and
higher education institutions. Helge Sander (Liberal), now former mayor in Herning, is the
new Minister of Science, Technology, and Development.

Minister of Justice
Lene Espersen

New Minister of Foreign Affairs (Secretary of State) is Per Stig Møller
(Conservative). From 1990 to 1993, he was Minister for the
Environment, when Poul Schlüter was Prime Minister.

Several politicians from Northern Jutland made their way to the new
government: Lene Espersen (Conservative) a
native of Hirtshals who ran for election from Saeby (near
Frederikshavn), is new Minister of Justice; and Sven Aage Jensbye
(Liberal), Hobro, is new Minister for Defense. Jensbye has been an
external lecturer and censor at Aalborg University.

Article based on information from www.dr.dk/news, Nordjyske Stiftstidende and www.tv2.dk
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September 11, 2001, and its aftermath:
The beginnings of a new global order?
In an invitation to a hastily arranged debating seminar with this headline the opening lines
ran: 
"Public debates following the terrorist attacks on September 11 have largely been premised
on an understanding of the events as a watershed in international politics, a cataclysmic
rupture dividing historical time into a ’before’ and ’after’ September 11time?

The seminar was held on October 9 co-hosted by the doctoral school SPIRIT and the
Academy of Migration Studies in Denmark, AMID, both at AAU.

The seminar was arranged to provide a forum for an initial discussion and evaluation of this
interpretation of the events as well as related questions.

The seminar was opened by three brief statements by Ulf Hedetoft, Poul Thøis Madsen, and
Staffan Zetterholm after which an open discussion followed. Two main positions were brought
forward in the discussion: the assault was seen as a result of Islamic fascism or of political
social impoverishment.

Quite a few local scientists and Ph.D. students had found their ways to the seminar. But also
a number of ordinary students came - probably hoping to get some help to interpret the
“before” and “after”.

Read an article about the debate, written by Ben Dorfman, a visiting Ph.D. student from
University of Kansas, USA, here.

Writen by Alice Bonde
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Peace, a long road from Aalborg
by Kelvin Mason

There's probably nothing new or profound left to write about the
events of September 11th. Like so many others, I witnessed the
astounding pictures on TV. I watched with the same mixed
Hollywood disaster movie fascination and horrified disbelief that
has been reported time and again. For me, the realization that
this was not Godzilla came when some dots - people - jumped
from one of the towers, hand in hand. I thought of my wife. I felt an inkling of how it would be
to have that appalling death-or-death choice. I have no idea where I was when John F
Kennedy or John Lennon died, but I will never forget September 11th, 2001 and those two
nameless people.

Oddly perhaps, given the magnitude of the events and the shock, the realization of what
would follow came very quickly. The reaction of America to this tragedy would be vengeful; it
would be a mistake. Understandable certainly, but compounding the tragedy not
comprehending it. Such a reaction would set the tone for a new century of conflict; there
would be no new roads to go down - this was the future our children would inherit. Suspicion
and insecurity, hatred and war, would be the new-old world order. Just as quickly came the
realization that there was the obligation to act. For my part, this decision was taken with a
heavy heart. It was obvious the burden implied, the disruption it would cause in my busy life. I
remember thinking, even as I wrote an email, I do not need this, I do not need this…

The first meeting of Aalborg Fredsaktion - before it had a name - took place in a café on the
23rd of September. Eleven people - friends, friends of friends, family - came together to
discuss how we could play a small part in trying to stop the world going to war. We were a
mixed bunch, all ages, all persuasions - the politically active and the humanitarian, the
opinionated and the open-minded - but we found common cause.

Just two days later we held our first public meeting on Gammel Torv - complete with a
well-informed speaker and the 'mission statement' that continues to serve us. We evoked the
word's of Mahatma Gandhi, An eye for an eye leaves the world blind; we called for justice
and not revenge; we committed ourselves to working with both 'hearts and heads' for peace.

That first meeting attracted around one-hundred people. It resulted in weekly vigils and open
debates. We have 'signed up' several hundred sympathizers, made contact with groups in
Århus, Copenhagen and internationally. We are not alone. We have sent letters, email
petitions and faxes to governments and the press. There is a website with information on the
situation, news of actions, useful links. We have staged a demonstration and canvassed on
the streets of Aalborg on Saturday mornings, braving the relentless shoppers. We have been
featured in the newspapers, on radio and TV - trying to get our message across.

In the meantime, in the course of our debates, we heard the story of an immigrant woman
who had been followed down the street and called bin Laden's whore. We heard other stories
like this from immigrants - old and new, Muslim and otherwise - who felt unwelcome, rejected,
despised, sometimes afraid to speak up. A brown skinned man was attacked on the railway
station platform. A European Catholic with a dark complexion was told to go home 'hos
muslimer'.

All of us woke up further to the appalling daily reality of racism in Denmark. Danes were
ashamed of some of their fellow Danes. They should rather - they were told - be proud of
themselves for being where they were: for listening, for speaking up. For some of us, there
was the revelation that the immigrant communities represented in our meetings were not all
the same - they did not all believe the same thing or support the same causes because of
skin colour or religion, far from it. We had the beginnings of a much-needed forum for open,
constructive discussion in the community and then…

Then America made the fateful decision to strike back - to strike out.

If you're not with us you're against us,' said President Bush, the defender of 'civilization',
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democracy and free speech. Hold on, had we missed something? Aalborg Fredsaktion has
never been against America or Americans. We are against this illegal, unjust war. We stand
by our democratic right to dissent. Why had none of the world's political leaders had the
courage or the wisdom to call for a different response, a deeper analysis? Why was there no
questioning? The actions of the men in the airplanes on September 11th were undoubtedly
fanatical, but could they really be called cowardly? What were the reasons behind this
attack? From where did such infinite hatred stem?

One heartbreaking question is that, if America could manage to cobble together - albeit
shakily - such an unlikely alliance for war, why couldn't it have been done before in the name
of peace? Why were so many of us in the world prepared to ignore - even sanction - the
suffering of Palestinian and Iraqi civilians for so long? Is tragedy only tragedy when it
happens in America?

It is now common knowledge that America, in conducting its proxy against the former Soviet
Union, trained the terrorists it faces today. Yet, no-one in America's power structure appears
ready to address the obvious question: if the capability for such a backlash as September
11th was developed in that misguided process, what might be the ramifications of the current
ill-conceived action? For every martyr that America makes by bombing Afghanistan, surely
they should be able to see that a hundred - a hundred-hundred - embittered, unshakeable
enemies will grow up to carry the conflict deep into another generation?

There are many other questions. Has the world learned nothing from the experience with, for
example, the former-Yugoslavia and Rwanda? The bringing to trial of war criminals from
those genocidal conflicts sent a real message to the world, would-be dictators and ordinary
citizens alike. This was justice being done and being seen to be done. Granted, the process
was arduous and protracted, but the outcome - justice not revenge - was surely the most
powerful and positive message the last century bequeathed to the present one. Has it all - all
the efforts of the peacemakers, diplomats, witnesses, lawyers, judges, diplomats - been in
vain? Are we so easily blinded by spite?

On Saturday 3rd of November, in desperation, Aalborg
Fredsaktion took its first direct action. A 'die-in' in Nytorv (see
photos) held up traffic for two short minutes, while volunteers
handed out fliers asking people to donate to the appeals of
international aid agencies. Such agencies - the Red Cross,
UNICEF and others - foresee the deaths of 100,00 Afghan
children this winter. Unless the bombing stops and help is
delivered on a massive scale, they warn that six-million people
will face starvation. More nameless people are going to die as
the result of a conflict - a hatred - in which they have no part.

The Fredsaktion fliers asked whether Danes were prepared to be complicit in this disaster? If
not, people were encouraged to write to the Danish Prime Minister to protest the nation's
involvement. In common with other European leaders, however, Poul Nyrup Rasmussen
seems to regard the war and the suffering it is causing as the opportunity to make short-term
political capital rather than a lasting contribution to world peace and understanding. An
election has been timed - in part at least - to try to cash in on the international statesman
dividend. Meanwhile, in common with other EU leaders, Poul Nyrup has demonstrated an
astounding lack of statesmanship.

How exactly is Denmark or the EU prominent in the current crisis? What particular
statesmanlike skills have been exhibited by any EU leaders apart, that is, from the ability to
follow dumbly, without pause or question? Hasn't the EU - like the UN - been sidelined by
America and its zealous ally, England? (England, mark you, not the United Kingdom or Great
Britain - the nationalist parties of both Wales and Scotland are opposed to the war.)

Aalborg Fredsaktion is not a political grouping. Any political views expressed in this article are
my own. Aalborg Fredsaktion's message - our call - is simple: stop the bombing now, call a
halt to military action - a ceasefire; deliver humanitarian aid before the advent of winter
makes further tragedy inevitable. Then - given the opportunity - we would call for international
dialogue to address the root causes of terrorism. We would call for the United Nations to be
given the mandate - and the resources - to act for the world in the face of terrorist outrages.
This is the forum the world established to ensure peace; let it be given the backing to achieve
that aim. Justice is what must be pursued, not revenge: justice that is seen to be done across
and around the world; justice that is international, independent, incontrovertible.

It should not be forgotten that Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda have not been found guilty of
the September 11th attacks. No compelling evidence against them has been made public.
What evidence has been revealed is - at best - circumstantial. Yet - with the compliance of
international governments - the President of the United States has condemned bin Laden to
death and authorized the CIA to assassinate him. In Denmark we do not have the death
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penalty for a person convicted of murder - neither for one murder nor six thousand. Yet this
country is party to enacting a death sentence against people suspected of murder. Where is
the justice in this? Worse still, perhaps, where is the morality and the common sense? If bin
Laden is assassinated it will be murder. How will it then be possible to discourage those that
would follow in the footsteps of terrorism? Indeed, who would then be the terrorists? Who
could then claim to occupy the moral high ground?

Aalborg Fredsaktion is not anti-American, and we are certainly not pro al-Qaeda or the
Taleban. Since 1996, it has been well-known and widely acknowledged that the Taleban is a
reprehensible regime. Let us not forget, however, that they did offer - on three separate
occasions - to hand bin Laden over for trial. George W Bush refused even to negotiate.
Obviously, it was too late for negotiation; obviously civilians and Red Cross centres had to be
bombed; cluster bombs the same colour as tokenistic food parcels had to be dropped.
Obviously. This is what international statesmen do.

How can it possibly be too late for negotiation when those condemned for harbouring the
'enemy' offer to concede exactly what President Bush says he wants? Surely, there can only
be one answer: putting bin Laden on trial for the terrorist attacks of September 11th is not
what the President wants. The agenda now seems to be the overthrow of the Taleban -
whose despicable human rights record America previously ignored - and the imposition of a
sympathetic regime. Sympathetic, that is, to America and its interests, not at all necessarily
sympathetic in humanitarian terms. Why is that? Could there be a vested interest in securing
an oil pipeline through Afghanistan? Could there be other reasons that we are not being told?
How does this constitute freedom of information, transparency or any other of the democratic
principles we are led to believe the war is all about defending?

Whatever the motivation, the war that America and its allies are waging seems doomed to not
only short-term, but also very long-term strategic failure. The Taleban and al-Qaeda can not
be defeated 'cleanly' from the air. Yet committing ground forces in such inhospitable terrain is
- as the Russians freely attest from experience - much worse than useless. In the long-term,
the military action will make martyrs and serve to polarize much of the Muslim world against
America and the West. America should take advice from the original advocate of total war,
Karl von Clausewitz, 'No plan survives first contact with the enemy.'

It is time for a change of plan. There is a strategy that can win this war on terror, win the
hearts and minds of the world: it involves straining the quality of mercy, it involves negotiation
and a willingness to accept the rule of international law and justice - wherever it applies. That
is what Aalborg Fredsaktion stands for; that is why we bring together so many people of all
ages, backgrounds and origins, faiths and convictions. We have supporters who remember
demonstrating against General Franco in Spain. We have others who don't remember John
Lennon. Danes, Britons, Kurds, Iraqis, Finns, Palestinians, South Africans, Sudanese… If this
cross-section of the community of a remote city like Aalborg can see the folly - the terror - of
the bombing of Afghanistan, why is it so impossible for the American, English and EU
governments to grasp? Listen to your people, Danish politicians, listen to your consciences:
question this military action, question it deeply.

The principal casualties - the euphemistic collateral damage we are all supposed to believe is
inevitable - will be innocent civilians: people, men, women and children will bleed; they will
lose limbs, they will die. As ever, it will be the poorest who suffer most. If an interim regime,
comprising 'moderate' Taleban and representatives of the Northern Alliance - who have an
equally barbarous record - was finally imposed by America, how long would it endure? What
would have been gained? How would international justice or the people of Afghanistan have
been served? How would the victims of September 11th have been honoured? Honour them
with peace, says one Aalborg Fredsaktion poster. But it seems the governments of the world
have neither the courage nor the wisdom - not even the common sense - to choose that hard
road to a different future.

© Kelvin Mason, November 2001
Photos by Paul McIlvenny

www.fredsaktion.dk

Links: www.peaceweb.dk

pax.protest.net

www.zmag.org

Kelvin Mason is a novelist, engineer and environmentalist. He has published two novels, Cold
Snap and The Advent of the Incredulous Stigmata Man, plus a number of books and articles
on the global shelter crisis and development technology.
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A Research of Young Peoples Use of Alcohol and Drugs,
by Students of Sociology
Last summer the hottest topic in the media was young people's use of ecstasy. Consumption
seems to escalate, and as part of a proposal by the Danish Government to counteract young
people's use of ecstasy and similar drugs, Northern Jutland was made a prototype county on
the campaign against ecstasy. The county wanted to obtain knowledge that could
scientifically document and provide nuance to the public and political debate, and it asked the
Department of Sociology at Aalborg University to conduct the research.

Seeing that fifth semester in the sociology bachelor's degree programme deals with issues
such as analysis of questionnaires and use of statistics, the answer was 'yes'. The result of
the report "De unge og rusmidlerne" ('Young People and Alcohol/ Drugs') can best be
described as educationally- based research. Eight out of 11 project groups on fifth semester
chose to do a project on the basis of questionnaires, and these projects are now the
foundation for the final report made by their teachers. Co-ordinator and co-author, senior
lecturer Lars Skov Henriksen explains: "The students were assigned to create the
questionnaire, collect the questionnaires, type in the information, and use the data relating to
their specific projects.

Beforehand, they were taught the quantitative methods of research. The research was not
only supposed to register consumption, it was also necessary to question young people's
attitudes towards use of alcohol and drugs, which requires knowledge about how to measure
attitudes. The project groups practised formulating questions based on the themes of their
projects. The group of teachers screened, adjusted and the finished questionnaire, which
ended up containing 99 questions. This part caused most problems, because the teachers
screened and adjusted in a process with sharp deadlines, which caused frustrations," Lars
recalls.

Young People Attending Educational Establishments
The research was conducted in co-operation with the county's organisation against alcohol
and drugs, the "Foldbjergcenter", which works closely with the county's educational
establishments. Therefore, the research was limited to educational establishments for young
people e.g. Higher Vocational Course and Basic Vocational Course in business colleges,
Technical A-Level College in technical schools, Danish upper secondary schools and Higher
Preparatory Course, technical schools' training of apprentices, and schools of production.

The research can therefore not be seen as covering all young people in the county, but only
the 16-19-year-olds attending educational establishments, Skov Henriksen explains. Yet, it
covers 75% of all 17-18-year-olds, and about 60% of the rest. All in all 1.494 answers are
included in the research.

By focusing on educational establishments for young people it was possible to make a direct,
individually-distributed, and collected analysis of questionnaires. This creates a very high
response rate seeing that everybody responds, and it is a fast method of collecting the
questionnaires. The research was conducted in October-November 2000. Time was a crucial
factor seeing that semester projects have timeframes of their own. The deadline for handing
in projects was January 4th , followed by the oral exams. From then on the students were
finished, which meant that the teachers work lasted from February until the handing in of the
report to the county; the content of the report was published on May 28th.

The county has paid for the report, and in that respect a classical contract research has taken
place; except that the process has not been entirely classical because the report has been
introduced to politicians, officials, and key figures in the county.

Food for Thought
Sociology student Hanne Stevens and three other students did the project "Ecstasy- stof til
eftertanke" (Ecstasy- Food for Thought), which deals with norms about the use of alcohol and
drugs, and the attitude towards these concepts.

"It was a very educational semester, and it was fun to be part of the process in which we
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worked according to some 'real life' principles. We were exposed to limitations, and
compromises were a necessity. We did not get to include all the questions we found
absolutely essential to our specific project. It was a collective problem, and yet all groups
used the material very well and ended up with good projects. We learned how to phrase a
question so that it can be understood by students attending schools of production, or Danish
upper secondary schools," said Hanne Stevens.

"We got much more and better material by co-operating with the county than we would have
if both of us had conducted our own research," continued Hanne, 'and it was pure luxury to
gather material together. However it was a hard semester. By the end of September we were
already working part of the nights - that was not limited to the last month. I think we felt an
extra responsibility towards the projects because others were dependent on our work to be
done properly.

The subject interested the young people , and when we asked them to complete the
questionnaires, we were met in a very positive way. They emphasised that they considered it
an opportunity to express their opinion about a subject of current interest. Many said that they
found the questionnaire to be good because there were questions for those who are users of
drugs as well as for those who are not.

Among other things the survey concludes that:
4 out of 10 young people have tried one or more illegal drugs, especially hashish,
which has been tried by more than one out of ten of the persons in the survey.

●   

There are big differences in the number of persons who have tried a drug, and the
number of persons who are actually using it. At the time of the survey, barely one third
of the persons who have tried hashish were currently using it.

●   

More than every 10th young person has tried amphetamine or ecstasy, and almost
every 10th has tried cocaine, although very few are using it on a regular basis.

●   

Users of hashish often drink a lot of alcohol, and young people experimenting with the
strongest kinds of drugs have often also tried hashish.

●   

Young people in practical- and business-minded educational programmes use drugs
more often than young people in the academically-oriented study programmes.

●   

There are no considerable differences between rural and urban areas.●   

There are obvious differences in the use of drugs between the sexes. Young men
have a remarkably high use of alcohol compared to young women, and they have also
tried illegal drugs more frequently.

●   

About one out of every ten young persons surveyed have tried ecstasy, but only one
third of those surveyed feel like trying it again.

●   

Although the majority of the young people conceive of drugs as being very dangerous,
they think that it is an individual choice whether they will use ecstasy or not. Only a few
are of the opinion that the drug should be legalised.

●   

8 out of 10 think that it is never ok to use ecstasy. The minority who thinks that it is ok
to use the drug limits it to certain situations. It can be ok to use when going out, and
maybe at private parties, but not at parties at school, or during calm evenings with
friends.

●   

In general the young people's very liberal attitude towards alcohol and their frequent
use of it seems to be a far greater problem for prevention politics than the synthetic
drugs such as ecstasy and amphetamine.

●   

Young people's norms for using drugs are influenced by their contact with two
important networks: family and friends. Young people living at home have to a smaller
extent tried illegal drugs, and they are also to smaller extent users of these kinds of
drugs. Young people with relatively poor contact with their parents have more often
than other young people tried illegal drugs. Thus young women's better contact with
their parents seems to prevent/hinder experiments with illegal drugs.

●   

The more of your friends that you think have tried ecstasy the more it is likely that you
also have tried it yourself.

●   

Drugs are linked to parties and party environments. Young people who use ecstasy
and amphetamine go to discos more often than other young people, and they more
frequently go to parties. Young people who use hashish also go out more often than
young people who do not use illegal drugs at all. They also go to cafés and pubs to a
greater extent than other young people.

●   

The norms of your friends have a very great impact. The most effective hindrance for
trying ecstasy seems to be that your closest friends advise you against it.

●   

Young people and drugs
Attitudes towards, and use of drugs. A survey with special reference to the use of ecstasy
amongst 16-19 year olds at educational establishments for young people in the county of
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Northern Jutland. Writers: Ruth Emerek, Lars Skov Henriksen, David May, and Ole Riis,
supervised by Rasmus Juel Møberg and Kristine Drejø. The full survey can be required from
the county of Northern Jutland or you can see it at
www.nja.dk/social/born_ung/rusmid/ecstasy/

Translated by Christina Ø. Larsen and Lotte Fuglsang Nielsen

Article published in UGlen 6, 2001
    Editor: Janeen Smith Jørgensen     Assistant Editor, Webmaster & Layout: Morten Johansen     Orig.Design: Henning Jensen
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Danish Taxes
On the 18th of November 2000, the Danish Taxpayers Association was formed. They were
discontented with the Danish tax system especially in regards to increasing taxes and the
indirect taxes. Therefore some of their aims are to lower taxes and to advocate for a palpable
and understandable tax system. To exemplify the latter the Association has published a
paper on how much the average Dane pays in taxes on an ordinary day.

They have done this by constructing an imaginary person named Mr. Rasmussen, who
should be seen as representing the common Dane.

Mr. Rasmussen is a 42 years old, who works for a larger company, he is married to a teacher
and has two children. According to Karsten Anker Petersen, the President of the Danish
Taxpayers Association, Mr. Rasmussen works from January 1st until August 12th for the
Internal Revenue and the rest of year his earnings goes to himself and his family.

Moreover the paper on Mr. Rasmussen takes you through a day in the life of Mr. Rasmussen
and points out where there are indirect taxes. Take for example the tax on heating oil. Even
before Mr. Rasmussen and his family have gotten out of bed they have already paid 22
Danish kroner per day in tax for the furnace if they use 2500 liters of heating oil a year. This
is nothing compared to how much it costs to leave a light burning for three hours per day for
one year. Electricity is taxed at 213 percent making the tax on the lamp at 40 kroner and the
light bulb itself is taxed at 3,75 kroner. And don't think you can save by using a flashlight
instead. There is a six kroner tax per battery.

Another example is the tax on water, which constitutes 82 percent of the water price. Most
Danes are aware of the taxes on cars, gas, cigarettes and alcohol, but few are aware that 31
percent of the cost of a lottery ticket goes to VAT and tax.

Karsten Anker Petersen has been quoted as saying that the Danish Taxpayers Association
are not against taxes, because they are necessary to run the society, however the present
tax level is harmful to society and for the individual taxpayer. The purpose of the Mr.
Rasmussen paper is to open the eyes of the Danes to the indirect taxes.

Based on the article Med skatten som skygge written by Lars Dyrskjøt and published in Nordjyske, Oct. 24, 2001.

Written by Kristine Ellis
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- Open to Foreign as well as Danish Pupils
Written by Alice Bonde and Morten Johansen

Thirteen happy children, most of them with parents connected to
Aalborg University, are the first pupils of Aalborg International School,
AAIS, which started on the 8th of August. 

We have good reasons to expect the number of pupils to rise to 20
before Christmas, and the prediction is to reach a maximum of 100
within a few years, says the leader of the school, Bill Davey (see photo on
the left), a former teacher at Aalborg University and with a formal
education as a teacher from England where he also practised teaching
for a number of years before moving to Denmark.  The aim of the school
is to provide a sound education in English in order to enable the pupils
to continue at another international school, either in Denmark or abroad.

- To meet this end the curriculum of AAIS is based on the International
Baccalaureate Organisation, IBO, which has more than 1,000 authorised schools in 100
countries and offers three programmes:

The Primary Years’ Programmes for children aged 3 to 12●   

The Middle Years’ Programmes for kids aged 11-16●   

The Diploma Programme for students in the final two years of Secondary School.●   

- Aalborg International School was originally founded to give children of foreign parents
working in Northern Jutland a qualified international educational offering. Now we also enrol
Danish students whose parents plan to work abroad - or who have recently returned from
assignments abroad. We are a school for internationally oriented parents who want to
prepare their children for life in the global community.

English is first language and Danish is second language. The staff who are fully qualified
teachers have as a rule English as their first language. The international School is housed
with the private school Klostermarksskolen and is established as a department of the school,
but with its own staff.

Preparation for International Gymnasium
In August, Hasseris Gymnasium initiated an international programme where all teaching is
conducted in English. AAIS is therefor recruiting 9th grade pupils to prepare them for the
International Gymnasium. AAIS invites them to join 10th. grade at AAIS to prepare them for
the international programme at Hasseris Gymnasium and a life in the global community. AAIS
is still recruiting.

Open House
To draw people’s attention to the school, it invites business people, managers, and HR
consultants to an On the way home open house event on 4th December from 1:00 pm to 4:00
pm where they can meet the school’s teachers and students - and enjoy a cosy December
atmosphere. 

Address:
Klostermarksskolen
Aalborg International School
Annebergvej 3, 9000 Aalborg

Phone (+45) 96311818
www.aais.dk
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Head of Department: 
Bill Davey (+45) 51228042
bd@klostermarksskolen.dk

Written by Alice Bonde and Morten Johansen
Photo by Morten Johansen
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THE NORTH JUTLAND LABOUR
MARKET
written by Jacqueline Pedersen

An analysis carried out by the local employment service
centre estimates that the majority of the workforce will
be employed within the next four/five years.

At the present time, the labour market in Northern
Jutland appears to be undergoing a positive transformation. Having previously suffered
problems such as high unemployment rates, the market has taken a turn for the better in
recent years. Of the workforce, comprising some 250,000 North Jutland citizens, only 28,000
are currently unemployed, in the process of being activated or on leave. It is estimated that
the entire workforce will have jobs within the next four/five years.

Although the future appears to be bright, there are negative aspects to be taken into
consideration. First of all, the number of people included in the workforce is declining, and
seen in the light of the 2,000 new jobs created in the region each year, it is evident that the
two developments are bound to clash.

Furthermore, the local employment service centre emphasises the unpredictability of the
market. Generally, the shift of focus from the industrial sector to the service sector still
applies, but the extent to which jobs will be created within the IT sector is more doubtful. As a
result, the major challenge lies in balancing the qualifications of the workforce with the needs
of the market, and in order to be able to do so, it is essential that the actual development
corresponds with what was expected.

The future of the labour market is inevitably the source of much speculation. Previously
characterised as a region experiencing a shift of focus away from the industrial sector,
Northern Jutland appears to be more dependent on its industry than previously indicated.
Major manufacturing companies such as Aalborg Portland and Aalborg Industries account for
large numbers of employees as well as impressive sales figures. At the same time, however,
implementation of IT in such companies once again requires an increasing degree of
emphasis on attracting employees who possess qualifications within this particular field.

Currently, it would appear that the labour market in Northern Jutland is in a transition phase,
and that, as a result, companies in the region are facing difficult conditions. For in-stance, in
an attempt to encourage the growth of other areas, four companies - RTX Telecom, Shima
Communication, Maxon Telecom and Telital R&D Denmark - entered into negotiations
concerning the development of technology for the upcoming Universal Mobile Telephone
System (UMTS). However, following six months of negotiations, the four companies came to
the conclusion that their interests in the project were too divergent, but as none of the
companies were strong enough to take on the project by themselves, the project had to be
abandoned.

According to one local manager, Poul Lauritsen, chairman of NOVI, Northern Jutland has,
within the past 15 years, transformed itself from a region of minor interest to a leading region
with goals and ambitions - a region which the Danish government should devote more
attention to in order to encourage escalating growth.

This article is based on information from articles published in Nordjyske, primarily written by Peter Brock.
Photos by Morten Johansen
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Free www.webair is Highly Popular at
Aalborg Airport
Article written by Lisbeth Møller (Søren Skov)
Photos by Poul Erik Laursen

While Copenhagen Airport only since recently offers travellers the
opportunity to log on the Internet, Aalborg Airport has been providing
that very service throughout the past six months.

Lounging at Aalborg International Airport.

Four computers, a printer, a fax machine and a
photocopier are available to the 720.000 people who
annually pass through the gates of Aalborg Airport.
Consequently, whether choosing to use one's own laptop
or the facilities at hand, free and quick Internet is just a
click away. Businessmen and other travellers are able to
either check their e-mails or to simply just surf the Net with
the sole purpose of killing time in-between flights. In any
case, the free offer exists and it has been extremely well
received, states Chief of Airport, William Bluhme. The
computer lab, entitled www.webair.dk remains busy at
almost any hour.

'WEB.AIR' is the result of collaborative efforts; Aalborg
Airport, Spar Nord Bank and several high-tech companies
ensure that the little lab is both tastefully furnished and highly
operative at the same time. Thus, e.g. computers of the latest
model from MRC Computers and Fujitsu Siemens Computers
are being put to use as well as on display. Hence, to the
people behind WEB.AIR, the lab is as much a means to
advertise as it is one to gather information.

See www.webair.dk & www.aal.dk for further information and up-dates on departures. Read
about new bus route to Aalborg Airport here.

Article written by Lisbeth Møller.
Based on an article by Søren Skov, Published in Nordjyske, Oct. 19, 2001.
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Mindwork - Attempting to Attract
Expertise from Abroad
by Lisbeth Møller (source Henrik Madsen, Nordjyske)

'Mindwork' is a collaborative organisation created by 35 Northern Jutland-based companies
and institutions within the world of technology. Lead by manager John Robert Andersen, it
aims to give working capacity from abroad a warm welcome to Northern Jutland.

- An attempt to create a campus is being made in cooperation with the local authorities in
Aalborg. If only the husband has a job here and the wife is simply bored, they may end up
leaving again. Therefore, in order for the family to thrive, the formation of a network is vital,
says Mindwork's manager. Meetings between Mindwork, the Mayor's Office and the
Technical Trust Department have ensured that no law hampers the realisation of a campus. -
I'd like it if such an area was to be situated in the western end of town. Since international
day-care facilities as well as international schools already exist here, the complex would be
strategically well placed in this part of Aalborg, states Andersen. He adds that it must be up to
politicians whether or not a campus should have completely new buildings at its disposal.

Integration and a team of ambassadors
Mindwork also wishes to introduce a concept of integration to the newly employed experts
now living in Northern Jutland. Hopefully the local authorities will authorise a co-ordinator to
handle this particular field. - Otherwise the organisation will hire one. The co-ordinator is to
help newcomers solve any practical problems arisen upon their arrival, says Andersen. He
imagines that e.g. a student or someone once in the shoes of new working capacity fits the
job-description nicely.

Additionally, work is being done to establish a global team of ambassadors. Not only is this
team meant to promote Northern Jutland, but the existence of an ambassador may also
prove helpful, if companies from the northern region are to break new ground in unfamiliar
territory.

Financial aid
On the home front Mindwork has experienced that skilled, educated people decline offers to
arrange conferences within their own circles. They claim that the task is too great for them to
take on. - Given, of course, that such conferences are held upon topics of interest to
scientists from abroad, the organisation is happy to help out financially. A conference of
interest to expertise from abroad brings Northern Jutland into focus, states Andersen and
says that Mindwork will handle any advertising tied to one.

Notice: Next term Mindwork hosts a welcoming-party featuring RIVERDANCE. It takes place
at Aalborg Kultur & Kongres Center.

Written by Lisbeth Møller.
Source of information: Henrik Madsen, Mindwork - Vil tiltrække flere udenlandske IT-eksperter, Nordjyske October 20, 2001.
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AAU Research Contributions
- a collection of short articles from Aalborg University's UGlen

Presentation of AnyBody

AnyBody is a biomechanical research project for the purpose of creating a deeper
understanding of the body’s mechanical functions. Another purpose of the project is to
develop a software program for modelling and analysis of the body’s movements.

There are many applications for the project. AnyBody can for instance be used in connection
with the development of new ergonomic tools in order to prevent occupational injuries.

Another application is computeraided surgery. Subsequently AnyBody can create a computer
model of for instance a shoulder or a knee which corresponds to reality. The researchers
behind the AnyBody project have entered a three-year cooperation with Ford Europa to
develop ergonomic car seats which are to reduce the load of the motorist’s joints and
muscles.

The manager of the project is John Rasmussen, Associate Professor in the Department of
Mechanical Engineering.

Research in power electronics results in prestigious international award

The business researcher Uffe Borup, Ph.D., Axa Power, has together with professor Frede
Blaabjerg, Ph.D., Dep. of Energy Technology, and professor Prasad Enjeti, Texas A&M
University, U.S.A., received a Best Prize Paper

Award at the conference: IEEE Industry Applications Annual Meeting. The conference is the
most prestigious in power electronics in industrial applications. The internationally recognised
prize is given for an article dealing with the connection of power supplies for airplanes on land
so that the individual parallel connected power supplies are uniformly loaded.

Aalborg researchers participate in pioneering optical technology where light can be bent
Associate professor Sergey Bozhevolnyi, Dr.Sc., in the Dep. of Physics at AAU will be the
technology manager in the newly established development company, Micro Managed
Phontons A/S (MMP). The company is given three years and DKK 32 million to
commercialise a new and pioneering technology which will make it possible to fabricate very
small integrated optical components to handle very large quantities of information at a highly
competitive price.

Together with four researchers at the COM centre (Technical University of Denmark)
Bozhevolnyi has developed and patented the so-called MMP technology which should allow
one to replace electrical circuits with light rays within telecommunications and
computertechnology.

The technique implies that it is possible to bend light at ninety degrees in a very small area. A
glass plate, invisible to the eye, is coated with thin gold film and small gold bumps which get
the laser light to bend around sharp corners. This results in optical chips corresponding to
printed circuit boards.

The technology is characterised as a quantum leap in optical communication and is
compared to the invention of microprocessors.

AAU professor developed a safe minilaboratory

Prof. Peter Ebbesen, Dep. of Biotechnology, and a colleague developed and patented a
minilaboratory for the treatment of dangerous substances some years ago.

The laboratory consists of an advanced glove box in which the researcher can handle the
material without touching it. Subsequently, the researcher does not have to wear a "space
suit" to be safe. Furthermore, the laboratory is mobile and can be built into a container or
placed on a truck and therefore investigations can take place on the spot. Thus the danger of
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spreading dangerous substances over large areas is avoided.

The laboratories applied by the Danish Serum Institute to investigate possible Anthrax spores
in powders are classified in category three. The biobox belongs to the safest category: four.

The biobox is patented and for the time being Aalborg University and the Herlev Hospital are
owners of a biobox.

Health technology - Northern Jutland’s next spearhead

AAU can supply the professional and human competence to make Health Technology
Northern Jutland’s new industry. Research in biotechnology and medical technology is at the
top, and candidates in these subject areas are being educated. In addition, there is good
cooperation among trade and industry, county, and the Aalborg Hospital. Actually, the
situation is similar to the one before the breakthrough in the mobile telephone industry in
Northern Jutland.

In order to make the same favourable business environment grow in health technology, a
number of local forces has set up a working group called - SCIL - ’Science and Innovation for
the Living’ in order that they themselves can make the surrounding world aware of "the gold
to be panned out".

Written by Alice Bonde
    Editor: Janeen Smith Jørgensen     Assistant Editor, Webmaster & Layout: Morten Johansen     Orig.Design: Henning Jensen
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Rold Skov National Park
article and photos by Morten Johansen

With its almost 80km2, Rold Skov (Rold Forest) is the largest forest in
Denmark. However, it is only remains of the great forest that covered
Østhimmerland (the eastern central part of Jutland) in prehistoric
Denmark.

Some of the first signs of inhabitation in Denmark were found here. Hunters and gatherers
from the Stone Age (<1500 b.c.) had found a perfect place to live: in the forest, by a lake. It
meant water, berries, fish and wild life. Anything you could ask for.

Rold Skov also includes Rebild Bakker, where the
largest 4th of July celebration outside the US is held
every year. It is a beautiful place with hills covered with
heather. When you are standing at the top of one of
the hills, they almost look like mountains - just in a
smaller scale, since the tallest point is about 100m
above water level. However, it is probably the closest
you will get to mountains in Denmark.
Rold Skov and Rebild Bakker are amazing places for
walks in the forest. Fantastic landscapes, spectacular
trees, and several natural springs, where the crystal
clear water comes sparkling out of the ground.

Bandits and robbers from Rold
Especially, around 1830-1840, gangs of robbers and thieves infested the Rold Skov area.
All traffic between Hobro and Aalborg went through Rold Skov, but travelers and merchants
feared going through Rold Skov alone, especially when it was dark. Instead, people gathered
at Rold Kro, South of the forest and at Skillingbro, North of the forest. Then early next
morning they all went through the forest together.

Rold Kro (Rold Gammel Kro, today) was, as just mentioned, a place where people would
gather before traveling through the forest, but it has also been a place where robbers,
vagabonds, and other people of that sort, would meet. The rumor also has it that Rold Kro
was a place where the robbers stored and sold their stolen goods. It was a perfect place for
the robbers to check out the travelers and their goods. Then they knew who to rob on their
way through the forest. ( This November, a group of foreign students and faculty members
from AAU went to Rold Gammel Kro to celebrate St. Martin's Eve. You can find more photos
here).

Around 1830-40, the gangs consisted of more than 200 robbers and thieves, in the area
between Aalborg and Hobro. They all got caught and went through a big trial, which lasted
more than seven years. Many were sentenced to life in prison and a corporal punishment. At
public shows in Aalborg, they got whipped with birch rods soaked with salt water and beaten
with a hazel stick.

One of the most famous robber chiefs was a little guy called "Bettefanden" (Little Devil). He
got his name because he broke into a house where an old woman was living. Bettefanden
was wearing a cow skin - complete with hoofs, face and horns. When the old woman saw
him, she was certain that she had gotten a visit from the devil himself.

Today, a wooden sculpture of Bettefanden and four other gang members can be seen in the
town of Rold, where they are pointing in four directions inside a round-about.

Getting there
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It is easy to get to Rold Skov from Aalborg. Just take the train heading South from Aalborg
Train Station and get off at the first stop in Skørping (10-15 minutes). You will find the tourist
information office very close to the train station in Skørping. They can provide you with a
brochure and a map with directions for some of the wonderful walks you can take into the
forest from Skørping.

You can also take the bus (Route 104) to Rebild Bakker. This is also very close to one of the
largest of the springs in Rold Skov. Check the bus schedule here:
http://www.nordjyllandstrafikselskab.dk/ruter/pdf/202.pdf

We will try to arrange a trip to Rold Skov in December, where we will take either the bus or
the train and go for a long walk in the forest. I will tell you some of the stories behind the
places that we pass, and you will get the chance to collect fir cones and other stuff for your
Christmas decorations. I expect it to be in the weekend of December 15-16. Please, send me
an email if you are interested in going with us.
My email address is: mortenjo@sprog.auc.dk

You can get more information about the area at: Rebild-Skørping Turistbureau. Phone: 99 82
84 40; E-mail: info@roldskovturist.dk
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AN EVENING AT ROLD GAMMEL KRO
By Anthony Adjapong

A dinner was organized on the 9th of November, to celebrate
Morten's Aften (St. Martin's Eve) at Rold Gammel Kro Inn at Rold
Skov. Most of us who attended the dinner were foreign students
who were eager to experience the Danish 'hygge'. About 30
people of diverse cultural backgrounds took the 35-minute drive
to 'hyggelige' Rold. Rold is a small town to the south of Aalborg
in the forest where the atmosphere is serene.

Read also an article about Christmas in Denmark and find
the recipe for ris à l'amande, the dessert many of us ate too
much of!

On getting to the premises of the Inn, we were welcomed by an enthusiastic staff to a drink of
sweet red wine. The owner of the place then officially put us at ease and set the tone for an
interesting evening by telling us the history of the Inn, which dates back to the 17th century.
The meal itself was three-courses amidst chatting and friendship making. After the
sumptuous meal, we treated ourselves to tales of what celebrations we have in the Fall in our
various cultures and how they are celebrated.

Typical among the big occasions in the Fall are the
North American celebrations of Halloween and
Thanksgiving. The rest of the stories were about
Christmas itself. Interestingly, Christmas Eve climaxes
the festivities in most of the cultures. In Ghana (a West
African country) though, Christmas is climaxed on the
26th of December when parties are held and children
visit friends of their parents for gifts. Prominent among
the dishes served for the occasions are turkey and
duck, according to most of the stories. Meanwhile,
chicken reigns supreme among Ghanaians. With the
excitement and enthusiasm of children, we chatted the

evening away. In the end, people wanted to have a first hand experience of what they had
heard about other cultures.

The world was virtually brought under the roof of Rold Inn (in the cultures that were
represented) and in spite of the fine details that differentiated us, everybody was happy. Our
happiness was made complete by the attention we received from the staff of the Inn; they
were prompt and faultless in their service.

'Santa Claus? Where does he come from? Among the 'hyggers' there was no consensus.
Some said he is from the North Pole; others said Finland; others still, Greenland. I dared not
suggest that he is from Ghana, Africa. Wherever he comes from, he has become part of the
Christmas myth the world over, and so our Christmas is incomplete without him. Do we
expect him this Christmas? Sure we do!'

'As we celebrate Christmas, at home or away from home, let us remember to spice it with bits
and pieces of our cultures to make it uniqe.

Have a fruitful, refreshing and fulfilling 'X-mas.'

 

Written by Anthony Adjapong
Photos by JSM and MJ
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Pats on the Back - They are
Important!
Editor's comments: The farther "north" one travels,
some people contend, the "colder" it gets-and they're
not always talking about the weather. They are also
describing the "warmth" that people demonstrate in
their interactions with one another, both verbally and
nonverbally.

The following article, written by Anne Sophie Andersen, is based on Radio doctor Carsten
Vagn-Hansen's article Nødvendige skulderklap, published in NordJyske Stiftstidende on
October 23. Vagn-Hansen encourages his readers to express their positive feelings openly
and often. He seems to argue for changing some traditional behaviors, such as shaking
hands when saying goodbye to a friend, to something "new", such as giving them a hug and
a pat on the back.Giving more positive feedback will help us lead healthier and happier lives,
he argues.

How do we interpret Vagn-Hansen's article? Do Danes act "coldly" toward one another, as
the stereotype of people living in Scandinavian countries would have us believe? Take a look
around you and try to answer this question.

Watch how Danish parents interact with their children, and examine how the Danes in your
project group relate to one other (be aware that Danes in a project group are often close
friends, having studied and worked together for several years. Compare that with what you
see when young Danes are introduced to people they do not know, for example, at
Wednesday night get-togethers at Studenterhuset. Go to a Danish folkekirke and try to note if
there are generational, gender, or situational differences that influence how Danes relate to
people they know and do not know (i.e., the "us" and "them" of cultural analysis).

Finally, remember that, because you do not understand Danish well and because you come
from another culture with its own paradigms of appropriate behavior, it will be easy to
misinterpret or misunderstand what you see. Talk to at least one other person who has lived
in Denmark for several years, therefore, before you make hard and fast conclusions about
Danish cultural patterns.

When you have been with someone you know and are about to say goodbye to that person,
give them a hug or at least a good handshake while you look them in the eye.

If that person means something to you, give him or her a pat on the shoulder or a squeeze. It
is a nice way to tell that someone that they mean something to you and that you have
enjoyed being with them. It says so much more than simply saying: "Goodbye - nice seeing
you!"

Don't worry about misinterpretations of your behaviour - people will most likely see it as a
sign of recognition and feel that they are closer to you.

Recognize other people's efforts
If you hear something bad about someone in you community or your neighbours, put it down
to ill-natured gossip and forget about it. But if you hear something nice about someone,
remember to praise that person the next time you meet. Giving praise to someone builds his
or her self-esteem - especially children need this. Telling a child that they have done
something good and that their effort is appreciated make them well-adjusted and considerate
adults.

A boss should praise his employees for their good work, or he takes the joy out of working for
them. But also colleagues and peers should pay each other compliments - they help develop
a good environment at the working place.

As we grow older, receiving praise often becomes difficult for us and sometimes people
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choose not to tell about their birthday or other big occasion, because they don't want the
attention. In a way, that is cheating friends and loved ones of their opportunity to let you know
how much you mean to them and how much they care about you.

All in all, recognizing someone and praising them for their work, complimenting them on their
promotion or celebrating their anniversary is all-important. It makes people happy to be know
that they are appreciated and that they make a difference either in a particular person's life or
on a bigger scale, in society as such.

This article is based on Radio Doctor Carsten Vagn-Hansen's article Nødvendige skulderklap, published in Nordjyske. Oct.
23.

Written by Ann Sophie Andersen
Photo by MJ
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Photo by MJ

The Danish Winter
By Berit Vinther Bredahl a.o.

"Cold? Dark? Windy? Well, dear, why are you
complaining? I told you before you left that Denmark
was quite far north."
"Yes, mum, but I never thought that a country could
be so cold, so dark… and so windy."

As you may have noticed, the Danish winter bears all the above-mentioned characteristics
and that is simply unchangeable. Those are the words by Mirna González Vohnsen from
Buenos Aires, Argentina, who has lived in Denmark for twelve "lovely years" as she
expresses herself. "Lovely?" You may be thinking. "She must be crazy!" Yes, she did say
lovely and she meant it because during those twelve years she has learnt how to cope with
this special weather. She realised that complaining about it just wouldn't help her or the
weather so there was no other way than to change her own attitude.

There is no doubt that the weather issue is on our lips more often than any
other topic. If we are short on conversation topics, we talk about the weather
and its ill effects. Arturo Orozco Santillán, who is researching in the field of
acoustics at Aalborg University, has during his two years in Denmark learned
"that the weather indeed influences us in our daily lives." He came to
Denmark from Mexico and had originally planned to stay here for a period of
five years in order to carry out his studies.

Coping with the weather has not been easy for him, however, and he has therefore decided
to leave after only two years. Arturo is used to living in a country where the average
temperature is about 24 C in the winter. He is used to going to the beach, jogging in the
forest, going for a walk in a park, participating in outdoor sports or simply accidentally running
into friends in the streets. He has felt profoundly restricted by the weather conditions in
Denmark, and he finds it "depressing when one has to stay inside because the weather
conditions are really bad."

Mirna González Vohnsen is also from Latin America but she
has been able to adjust to Danish weather conditions.
According to Mirna, October brings about a change of colours
in the trees and she thinks that there is nothing more
comforting than a walk in the woods. Mølleparken, which lies
in Aalborg, Lundby Krat, which is south of the city, and
Hammer Bakker, which is north of the city, make "good
examples of places where you can enjoy an afternoon walk
and see the golden colours of the Danish autumn." In
November the first snow may fall and the shops in Aalborg
begin to wear their Christmas make-up: glittering colours
transform the usual appearance of the city centre.

Mirna González Vohnsen
Bachelor in English, Master in Spanish

and International Relations, and
Diploma in Computer Science. Mirna is

from Argentina and has been in
Denmark for 12 years.
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The city center by night. Photo by MJ

By the end of November the entire city of Aalborg
displays its most extraordinary combination of light
and branches of fir. It seems as if all the light that the
season denies the Danes is provided by the light of
Christmas, and it is needless to say that this
increases throughout December. One may say that
the immense use of candles and lights in Danish
homes is one way the Danes cope with the cold
winter days. Thus, they try to create their own cosy
atmosphere by burning candles and the dim light of a
warm living-room. That's an attempt to make life a bit
more "cosy" and "warm" and it's not by chance that
Danes have created a word to describe that moment:

hyggelig. Difficult to pronounce for a foreigner but not necessarily difficult to experience.

Working Danes receive five weeks of paid vacation each year, and many families choose to
spend one of them at a ski resort in Sweden, Norway, Austria, France or Italy. School
children are given a week-long-break in February, and some families use this as the occasion
to exchange the dark and cold winter days of Denmark for warmer, drier climes. It is perhaps
not surprising, therefore, that charter companies do a thriving business to the Canary Islands,
South Africa, and Australia at that time of year.

Mirna from Argentina found that one of the ways in which she could cope with the dark winter
days was to go to the town of Nørresundby on the other side of the Limfjord where she found
a gem:

photo by BVB

Skansebadet, an indoor swimming pool with Jacuzzis and
saunas "where you can spend hours relaxing and getting
warm," Mirna explains with great enthusiasm. She
continues by saying that after a swim there is nothing like
"a visit to one of the city's cafes where you can enjoy a cup
of hot chocolate. However, nothing surpasses the warmth
of an evening at a friend's place where you can enjoy a
meal or just talk."

Another way that some Danes try to forget the dark and cold winter days is by drinking a
great amount of Christmas Brew. This is often done at the so-called julefrokoster, Danish
Christmas parties, in the month of December. As you may have noticed, drinking is a
common activity among the Danes, especially at this particular time of the year. One of the
reasons may be due to the weather; one simply tries to create a happier atmosphere.

It is not only foreign students who have difficulties in accepting the Danish
weather. A Danish student, Kirsten Baltesen, from the western part of
Denmark, spent one semester abroad as part of her studies in Spanish and
International Relations. She went to South America and was confronted
with a whole different life style and weather conditions. In the streets of
Buenos Aires, she enjoyed going for a walk in the sunny parks, hiking in the
Andes mountains in Peru or diving in the islands of Galapagos, Ecuador.

It was a tremendous shock to return to Northern Jutland, according Kirsten. "It was as if all
my dreams, illusions, and enthusiasm were taken away upon returning to Aalborg's grey,
windy, cold and dark autumn days, and I realized that the weather has a profound effect on
me." Kirsten tries to cope by joining sport activities, dancing salsa at the Student House and
talking to friends.

Enrique Vidal Sánchez, who has been in Aalborg for seven years, expresses his
story the following way: "I was born in La Coruña, Spain, but after some rainy and
cold years my family and I decided to move to Malaga, Spain, where the sun
shines almost constantly. A couple of years later, I decided to move to Denmark
in order to begin my studies in electronic engineering at Aalborg University.

Moving to Denmark was not easy: I confronted a new language and a new mentality, I had to
make new friends, find a new place to live and, finally, I confronted the bad weather. After 1-2
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years, I succeeded in the first four challenges because they are things you can do something
about. I was very motivated because I liked my study programme, and making friends, finding
a new place, learning a new language and culture were all relatively easy tasks for me. But
one may ask: what can you do about the weather? Not very much: if it rains, it rains, if it is
cold, it is cold. There is a Danish saying which claims: "There is no bad weather, there is just
improper clothing". In my opinion, shorts and t-shirt are the right clothing and bad weather is
the improper part of this equation!

People ask me from time to time how I got used to the Danish weather. I answer simply: "I
just didn't get used to it, because I've accepted how it is". Winters are very long and summers
are quite short. Of course it is also exciting to see snow and frozen lakes during winter, but
one week is enough. However weather is not everything, if you succeed in the first four
challenges mentioned above (language, friends, culture and place) then weather won't play
such an important role. There is a Spanish saying which goes like this: "To bad weather,
show a good face". It is a direct translation but the essence is that independently of the
weather, you should always be optimistic and enjoy your life."

As we can observe from the experiences from Mirna, Arturo, Enrique, and Kirsten, it is not
always easy to cope with the Danish winter. Mirna did, however, learn to change her
"attitude" and cope with the winter in order to find her own "hyggelige" atmosphere. Arturo, on
the other hand, had great difficulties in accepting the weather conditions. I must personally
say that I enjoy the richness of each season; there is nothing like waking up to a cold and
frosty December morning and going for a walk in the forest where you can glimpse the
glittering from the snowflakes. Or when you feel the rain drops on your chin after an afternoon
walk by the Limfjord: it simply makes you feel more alive. One may say that no matter how
one interprets the weather conditions of Denmark, it is up to the individual to find her or his
own way of accepting reality or one's own happiness. We can all agree upon the fact that the
weather can indeed be rather dreadful in Denmark but the magic of discovering all the other
activities you can do when it's cold, dark and windy lies within you. As expressed by Mirna:
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

Read an article about Christmas in Denmark

Info:

Svømmeland (Swimming pool)
Address: Lerumbakken 11
9400 Nørresundby
Tel: 98 17 39 00

Opening Hours:
Monday to Friday: 7 a.m. - 8.45 p.m.
Saturday/Sunday and Holidays: 10 a.m. - 4.45 p.m.

Prices:
25 kr. pr person. Swimming Hours: 9 .am. - 2 p.m.
35 kr. pr person. Swimming Hours: 7 a.m. - 8.45 p.m.
190 kr. (10 trip card). Swimming Hours: 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
290 kr. (10 trip card). Swimming Hours: 7 a.m. - 8.45 p.m.

Transportation:
Bus nr. 10 and 11 leave regularly from Nytorv every day. Check the schedule at:
http://www.nordjyllandstrafikselskab.dk/ruter/pdf/10.pdf and
http://www.nordjyllandstrafikselskab.dk/ruter/pdf/11.pdf

Facts:
Climate in Denmark:

Denmark has a mild climate with no extremes of heat or cold. April and May are mild. June,
July and August are usually warm (average high 21C or 70F). The autumn months are
generally pleasant, though cooler. The winter months tend to be cool or even cold, and light
snow can occur. Those are usually the months where there is a great amount of rain and
wind.

For weather forecasts, please visit the Danish Meteorological Institute's website at
www.dmi.dk or tel. +45 38 38 36 63 for forecasts and observations for Danish land and sea
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travel in English.

Written by Berit Vinther Bredahl with contributions from Mirna González Vohnsen, Enrique Vidal Sánchez, Kirsten Baltesen,
and Arturo Orozco Santillán.

    Editor: Janeen Smith Jørgensen     Assistant Editor, Webmaster & Layout: Morten Johansen     Orig.Design: Henning Jensen
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Fish, Bjesk and a Lighthouse!
- A Trip to Hirtshals

Article and photos by Gitte Bedsted and Katerina Kolyva

One’s first impression of Hirtshals upon arrival is that of a small, quiet and probably rather
poor fisherman’s town. However, after we spent a day visiting Hirtshals’ various attractions,
many of which were quite exciting, our vision of the town changed.
Fish...
Our first stop was the Nordsømuseet (North Sea Museum). Henrik Flintegård, the museum
inspector, kindly showed us around and provided us with some historical and technical
information on the museum. The North Sea, situated next to the North Sea centre (a research
centre on fisheries), includes Europe’s biggest aquarium, the so-called Ocenarium which
definitely was one of the highlights of our trip. The museum’s comfortable and relaxed
atmosphere, enriched with nice music, welcomes the visitor to explore the mysteries of the
North Sea.

Do not expect any fancy coloured fish, since all species are mainly grey, but do expect funny
looking and rare ones! The museum has chosen in particular to promote the local sea habitat
and therefore has concentrated mainly on Northern Sea fish presented in their own
environment. There are a series of activities in the museum both for adults and kids that give
the visitor the chance to have a close look at special sea species with the use of a camera or
even have a detailed look at shells through a microscope.

We particularly enjoyed the feeding of the seals (taking place at 11am) set up in an outside
area and of course the Oceanarium itself. If you plan to go to the museum, make sure you
are there by 1pm in order to watch the feeding of the around 3,000 fish in 4.5 million litres of
sea water! A really massive tank makes this Oceanarium the biggest in Europe! Although
there are lots of other smaller tanks, this seems to be the most spectacular one.

The scene becomes more exciting when a diver equipped
with a microphone talks about the different kinds of fish in
the Oceanarium while feeding them. You can literally hear
the fish eating! Do not miss a glimpse of the mola mola, a
baby fish (!) currently weighing 60 kilos but which is
believed to grow up to 2 tonnes! Check his way of moving
around which is highly unconventional given the fact that
due to his overweight he has to swim horizontally instead
of vertically! We got dizzy watching him!

A diver feeding the fish in the Oceanarium
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Bjesk...

The Fisherman's House

From the infinite blue colours of the North Sea
Oceanarium we travelled back in history and visited the
Fisherman’s house, which hosts Hirtshals’ city museum.
We first visited the Fisherman’s house built of stone in
1880 and heard nice stories about a fisherman’s life and
everyday activities. Christian Hansen kindly shared with
us typically Danish fishermen’s stories and insights into
Danish local culture. Christian’s enthusiastic story telling
brought us back to shipwrecks events and fishermen’s
hard times of struggle and poverty.

We particularly enjoyed the story of Margrete Gaarbo, a very dynamic lady who sometime
around late 1800s wrote a letter to the queen of Denmark asking for her support to construct
a life rescue station in Hirtshals. Our visit was also cheered by the bjesk-flavoured stories of
Signe Hansen. Funny to think that Signe, an originally religious woman, has become the
symbolic figure of alcoholic taste and flavour in Hirtshals due to her involvement with making
the town’s famous kind of aquavit, which is locally, called bjesk. Ask to get a peak in the
museum’s kitchen (we most fortunately did!). To your amazement you will explore a whole
new treasure world of alcohol kept in different bottles with labels from different kind of plants
and flowers used every year. Bring your own usual bottle of aquavit and the museum people
will exchange it with a bottle of bjesk --but be aware… you’ll get seriously ill if you drink more
than two glasses a day! Also do not forget to have a look at the garden to realise that Signe’s
old tradition transferred to the museum through her recipes is still taking place today, since
the museum people are eager to produce this very strong drink and grow the plants in their
garden! The garden in July gets transformed into an exciting activity centre where local
fishermen demonstrate their skills on how to make ropes, nets and ships in bottles.

The Lighthouse...
From tales and alcoholic flavours we stepped out of
the fisherman’s house for a walk around the sea and
some fresh air. It should take you about 20 minutes
to walk to the 1940s German bunkers. Walk
westwards from the city centre to the lighthouse. The
walk is very beautiful and climbing up the hill in order
to reach the lighthouse will get you wonderful views
of the seafront and Hirtshals village from a distance.

Hirtshals and the lighthouse at dusk

We took a really nice walk to the lighthouse passing through sea sand and green fields. The
sea breeze accompanied with salty sea wind got us to the lighthouse by the sunset which
colourfully ended our day. To our surprise on the way back we took a path behind the
lighthouse and literally walked into the posh area of Hirtshals where we observed Danish
design and hygge scenes from the windows.

Some practical information

Getting to Hirtshals
Although you can get there 'the Danish way' (i.e. bike!) the fastest way should be by train.
From Aalborg: get a train to Hjørring and then change there for Hirtshals. The journey takes
around one hour and a half. For a train timetable check with the train station. Bus is not
recommended as it will take you ages to get there!

A one-way ticket between Aalborg and Hirtshals costs 72,- dkr. However it will be cheeper to
buy a "klippe-kort" a card that you can also use when travelling by bus in and around Aalborg
(only the northern part of Jylland). You stamp the card according to the number of "zones"
that you travel. There are 11 "zones" between Aalborg and Hirtshals. But before buying a
ticket or a card ask for some information about prices at the train station. In the summer it
might be possible to buy a special ticket that includes both the train ticket and the entrance
fee to the North Sea Museum.

 Staying at Hirtshals
There are two hotels right next to the station but we also found a hostel for students. For
further info contact Danhostel Hirtshals, Kystvejen 53, tel. +45 98941248
http://www.danhostelnord.dk/hirtshals

 Eating and drinking at Hirtshals
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Nice restaurants not far from the train station. We particularly liked the Lilleheden
(Hjørringgade 2) and the Fiskerestaurant (very hyggelig!) which is situated on the same street
a bit further up (on Hjørringgade 9). There are local pubs but no cafés.

 Museum prices and opening hours 
North Sea museum entrance fee 100 DKK. Open every day 10-17.
http://www.nordsoemuseet.dk

The Fisherman’s house entrance fee 10 DKK Open Monday to Thursday 10-17 and Friday
10-13 hours.

 Ferries to Norway
It is possible to get to Norway from Hirtshals. Check Color Line website for further info
http://www.colorline.dk

    Editor: Janeen Smith Jørgensen     Assistant Editor, Webmaster & Layout: Morten Johansen     Orig.Design: Henning Jensen
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Film, Music, Travels, Events, and other Cultural Activities
Here you can find information on various cultural activities in Aalborg

VisitAalborg.com - website for tourists and others visiting Aalborg (in
English, German, and Danish).

ERASMUS Student Network (ESN)
ESN-Aalborg is a student organization at the University of Aalborg for Danish students and
foreign guest students coming to Aalborg for one or two semesters.The objective of ESN is to
bring people together through a wide range of social arrangements, and it encompasses all
exchange students - not only All International students, buddies and Danish students can
become members. A membership only costs 10 DKK per semester. Check the List of
Activities - Autumn 2001 . For details, prices, deadlines for signing up etc., see
http://www.esn.dk/aalborg

The Students' House
The Students’ House arranges a wide variety of concerts and
meetings - E.g. Salsa Evenings at Studenterhuset
Click here to visit their website:
http://www.studenterhuset.auc.dk

Skråen
Concerts for everyone. Check their schedule at:
http://www.skraaen.dk/program.html

Movie Theatres
The three main movie theatres in Aalborg are called BIO5, Scala, and Astoria. Their website
is: http://www.biograferne.dk . Although it is in Danish, the website can give you information
on which movies are playing and where they are playing. Just enter the website, click on
"Standard". From the menu on the left, click "Spilletider". Now yo will see a list of the movies
playing today. Just click on a specific day on the top of the page to check the schedule for the
coming week. Next to the movie, you can see in which movie theatre the movie is playing. If
you click on the movie theatre's logo, you will get information about where to find the theatre.
Having trouble finding the schedule, click here.

Art Cinema "Biffen"
Independent and experimental. Click here to see what Biffen has to offer:
http://www.biffen-aalborg.dk

Sports!
Please contact AASI - the sports society at the university, aasi@sunsite.auc.dk or
http://www.sunsite.auc.dk/aasi

Take the bus to the airport
Just recently, the bus route to Aalborg Airport was cancelled, but
has now been replaced by a much cheaper alternative. Bus no.
202 is has changed its route and is now stopping at the airport.

This means that you can take a regular bus back and forth from
the airport, only paying regular bus fare prices (e.g. 13kr from the
bus station). Bus no. 202 also runs by the university and makes
a stop at Fibigerstræde and the AAU Bus terminal behind Frederiks Bajers Vej. Taking the
bus from the university to the airport will cost 19,50kr. You can check the bus schedule at the
bus stop or here:
http://www.nordjyllandstrafikselskab.dk/ruter/pdf/202.pdf

Generally, bus no. 202 runs very frequently (almost every 15 minutes), but be aware that
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schedules changes during weekends and holidays. Morten Johansen
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No. 1 - October 2001    www.auc.dk/northernlight
University News: About 200 new foreign students have
arrived at Aalborg University this semester, but more than
1000 applied. We have asked the International Office and
some programme heads to give us an update and offer
advice to students applying for Spring semester at AAU.
Photo by Janeen Smith Jørgensen.
University President, Sven Caspersen, welcomes all new
students in an interview by Alice Bonde, where he also talks

about changes in Danish higher education.
Furthermore, we have articles and information about some of what the university
has to offer, e.g. public lectures, Danish classes, and help with project ideas.

Politics and Society: How have the attacks on New York and
Washington affected Denmark, and what are the reactions of
Danish politicians and the public? In this section, we have
chosen to focus especially on Muslims in Denmark. Have
people's views on Muslims changed and how have the terrorist
attacks affected their lives? We also summarize the main views
presented in a debate about the announced war on terrorism,
sponsored by SPIRIT and AMID.
Assistant Professor Lene Lindbjerg shares some reflections
about contemporary US culture, emerging from her current
research and a six-week study tour this summer.

M. Ghandforoush
met with others to
pay their respect to
the victims of the
attacks. Photo: Jens
Morten

The picture shows Zenon Jan
Pudlowski, head of UICEE, and Dean
Finn Kjærsdam, AAU, signing the
agreement. Photo by Alice Bonde

Business and Technology: We have written and
translated selected articles concerning initiatives
where AAU plays an important role. It is especially
noteworthy that UNESCO has agreed top support
an International Centre for Engineering Education
(UICEE) at Aalborg University, for the purpose of
promoting AAU's model of problem-based learning
to the rest of the world.

Culture and Traditions: What is 'Potato Holiday'
and how do Danes spend it? We have asked six Danes about their plans for
week 42 this year, especially in the light of travel advisories from the Danish and
other governments.

In every issue of Northern Light news magazine, we will
choose to put the spotlight on a particular place in Northern
Jutland. This time we visit the city of Frederikshavn.
You can also find information about cultural activities in
Aalborg.
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